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Abstract
Background: Fingolimod is an effective treatment for active relapsing–remitting multiple sclerosis (MS).
Discontinuation of therapy may be followed by recurrence of disease activity. Thus, female MS patients
may be at risk of relapse during pregnancy after stopping fingolimod.
Objectives and methods: To report the disease course during pregnancy of five women who interrupted
therapy with fingolimod for pregnancy.
Results: All patients experienced relapses during pregnancy and/or postpartum after stopping fingolimod.
Conclusion: The risk of recurrence of disease activity during pregnancy after stopping fingolimod may
be substantial. This should be considered and discussed with MS patients who are planning to become
pregnant.
Keywords: Fingolimod, pregnancy, recurrence of disease activity, multiple sclerosis
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With the availability of effective disease-modifying
drugs (DMTs), it is not uncommon that female
patients who have active relapsing–remitting multiple
sclerosis (RRMS) reconsider pregnancy after stabilization of their disease. Therapy with fingolimod is
recommended to be discontinued at least two months
before planned conception in female patients.1 Here,
we report on the disease course during pregnancy and
up to 12 months after delivery of five women with
RRMS who stopped therapy with fingolimod because
they were planning to become pregnant (four cases)
or accidentally became pregnant (one case).
Case series
All patients were consecutively seen in our outpatient
clinic at the Institute of Clinical Neuroimmunology.
Clinical characteristics and magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) scans were collected, and all patients
examined during the visit at our institute. Patient
numbers, clinical data, and the disease course before,
during, and up to 12 months after pregnancy are
shown in Table 1 and Figure 1(a). All patients had
active RRMS before therapy with fingolimod with
relapses during therapy with interferon-beta or glatiramer acetate. Four patients decided to discontinue
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fingolimod for pregnancy planning after stabilization
of their MS during therapy with fingolimod.
Subsequently, all four became pregnant after a mean
of 11 weeks (range 4–20 weeks). One patient (patient
3) with very active MS before fingolimod therapy,
accidentally became pregnant and stopped therapy at
week 12 of gestation. During the 5 months of fingolimod therapy, she clearly stabilized. All five patients
experienced relapses during pregnancy after stopping
fingolimod (mean: 17 weeks, range: 12–20 weeks).
Discontinuation of fingolimod prior to pregnancy was
followed by severe relapses just before pregnancy and/
or during the first trimester in four patients and by
additional postpartum relapses in two of them. Patient
3 who continued fingolimod into early pregnancy due
to inadvertent pregnancy experienced a relapse during
the third trimester and one relapse postpartum. MRI
data were available in four patients, and all showed
disease progression (Figure 1(b)). Three women
resumed therapy with fingolimod after delivery. Two
of them remained stable thereafter; one woman
(patient 3) changed therapy to natalizumab due to
recurrent lymphocytopenia and also remained stable
so far. In all patients, lymphocyte counts were reduced
during fingolimod treatment and returned to normal
levels after stopping fingolimod.
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Table 1. Clinical characteristics of patients.
Patient

Age
(years)

Disease
duration
(years)

1

27

5

2

32

10

3

32

6

IFN, GLAT

4

31

9

IFN, GLAT

5

30

9

IFN, GLAT

Therapy
before
fingolimod

Disease activity
in the year before
fingolimod

Duration of
fingolimod
therapy
(months)

Time to relapse
after stopping
fingolimod
(weeks)

Number of
relapses after
stopping
fingolimod

IFN, GLAT

Two relapses,
multiple new
lesions on MRI
Four relapses,
multiple new
lesions on MRI
Four relapses, two
new lesions on MRI
Two relapses,
multiple new
lesions on MRI
One relapse, new
lesion on MRI

36

12

1

17

20

3

5

16

2

30

20

2

16

16

2

GLAT

IFN: interferon-beta; GLAT: glatiramer acetate; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging.

Discussion
In this case series, all women who promptly got pregnant after stopping fingolimod experienced a return of
disease activity during pregnancy. Re-occurrence or
even rebound of disease activity 4–16 weeks after discontinuation of fingolimod was previously reported in
settings unrelated to pregnancy.2,3 More recently, four
patients with severe rebound after withdrawal of fingolimod have been described; two of them stopped
fingolimod for pregnancy planning.4 Both of them
experienced a relapse 8–12 weeks after stopping fingolimod.4 In addition, there are single reports of dramatic rebounds of disease activity during pregnancy
following withdrawal of fingolimod.5,6 In our patients,
relapses occurred with a mean of 17 weeks after stopping fingolimod and were accompanied by Expanded
Disability Status Scale (EDSS) progression in three of
the five patients. Because of early conception after
fingolimod discontinuation, the period of increased
risk fell into pregnancy. Pregnancy is known to be
protective in MS, especially during the second and
third trimenon.7 Our observations indicate that this
protective effect is not sufficient to prevent recurrence
of disease activity during pregnancy after stopping
fingolimod. According to current recommendations,
fingolimod should be discontinued at least 8 weeks
before conception. As fingolimod is placed in the US
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) pregnancy category C,1,8 continuation of fingolimod during pregnancy is definitely not an option for patients who wish
to become pregnant while under treatment with fingolimod. Nevertheless inadvertent pregnancies during fingolimod therapy—as in our case series—have
been reported world-wide.
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Similar observations were made in patients treated
with natalizumab, raising the question whether
natalizumab should be continued at least until conception or even during the entire pregnancy.9,10
Limited experience in patients who continued natalizumab during pregnancy indicates this may be mitigate the disease course, and apart from mild
hematologic alterations, no major adverse events
have been observed so far.10 However, because
reproductive risks cannot be excluded, continuation
of natalizumab during pregnancy is only recommended for women in whom the potential benefit
justifies the potential risk.
A limitation of this observation is the small number of
female patients who got pregnant after stopping fingolimod. We cannot exclude a bias since female
patients with a favorable disease course during pregnancy after stopping fingolimod may not present to
our outpatient clinic. Therefore, a detailed analysis of
risk factors for disease activity during pregnancy after
cessation of fingolimod is not possible.
Since continuation or restarting fingolimod during
pregnancy is not an option, specific counseling of
patients before pregnancy is important. In female
patients with highly active MS who are in their reproductive age, future pregnancies should be discussed
before starting fingolimod therapy, and contraception
is strongly recommended. If future pregnancy is considered a realistic option, therapeutic alternatives
which can be administered until conception or
throughout pregnancy, or have a prolonged effect lasting throughout pregnancy, should be considered.
journals.sagepub.com/home/msj
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Figure 1. (A) Disease course before, during, and after pregnancy in five patients who stopped fingolimod and (B) MRI
scans of patient 1 and 4 before pregnancy and after discontinuation of fingolimod: (a and b) cerebral MRI of patient
1 before pregnancy during fingolimod treatment and (c and d) 12 weeks after stopping fingolimod showing two new/
enlarging hyperintense lesions on axial fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) images with diffusion restriction in
the diffusion-weighted image; (e and f) cerebral MRI of patient 4 before pregnancy during fingolimod therapy and (g and
h) 16 weeks after stopping fingolimod showing several new lesions on FLAIR, with contrast enhancement.
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